Introducing the Auditel Pod, the most unique conference microphone system on the market today.

Due to its intelligent design, the Pod is capable of housing multiple delegate 'stations' within the same physical unit.

Although the Pod system can be used in fixed-position setups, it is fully-portable. The ability to have multiple stations in one unit means that it drastically reduces setup time, even compared to its wireless portable competitors.

The Pod connects via short patch cables between each unit, and the system is easily daisy-chained together with as little as one ‘home run’ via a floorbox or wallplate.

Pods are available as a ‘Twin’ or ‘Trio’ unit, or indeed as a ‘Single’ unit, where the Single unit is used mostly to cater for a ‘Chair’ position.
Like any Auditel microphone unit, the Pod is available in any finish and can be embossed with a logo or badge, to further increase the aesthetic feel of the system.

As the Pod system is based on Auditel IDN technology, it comes with the following features as standard:

- ‘Pluggable’ XLR gooseneck microphone stem (30cm standard, any custom length available)
- Push-To-Talk / Request button
- Built-in loudspeaker

The following features are available as options:

- Electronic Voting (3-button or 5-button)
- Card-Reader
- Integrated USB-charging
- Biometric Fingerprint Recognition
- Electronic Name Plate (rear-mounted)

It can act as a standalone simple PTT mic system, or as a fully integrated conference system with voting, recording, Automated Camera Tracking & Webcasting, plus more, by connecting to the powerful Auditel Computer and our ACCS software.

Here are just some of our customers who have chosen to invest in the fantastic Auditel Pod system:

- London Borough of Islington Council
- Liverpool City Council
- Staffordshire County Council
- Mid Devon District Council
- Swansea City & County Council
- Hertsmere Borough Council
- Conwy County Borough Council